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Abstract

Today is the 21st century. Today Education is very important. Balance of the individual is achieved through education. Many changes are taking place in the world. Schools and colleges in the district have been closed due to the outbreak of Corona virus. Exams were canceled. Since students could not go to school, the option of online education came up in terms of providing education to them; but when using this option, parents with students face difficulties. The Department of Education made online education available through what’s App group, including Diksha App; but the lack of physical facilities available to students and parents has hampered online learning. Lockdown started in many places. Holidays were given to schools, colleges in the background of Corona. Exams were canceled. After that in a few days the situation was expected to get under control and schools, colleges, teaching classes would start; but since it did not start, the option of online education came up. Through various educational links, various apps, tried to make education available through what’s App group. It was followed by primary and secondary schools in rural as well as urban areas. Their smart phones became available to students as parents had holidays; but there are many difficulties in teaching online on a daily basis. Students in urban as well as rural areas are facing difficulties in getting online education. The most important thing for parents as well as teachers is the teaching class.
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I. NEED / IMPORTANCE

Online education needs to be given to children according to their age. The joy that children get from going to school is different. He can't teach happiness online. Because of Corona pandemic needs to keep up to date with such online learning methods. The knowledge imparted in the temple of knowledge is bound by the global crisis. Knowledge temples are dewy without students. In this situation, the new academic year began. The parents began to question like When will school start? and when will the education of these children start in school? Now even the parents stay at home because of the children. How will you get rid of your baby? Parents are in this dilemma. The Corona epidemic, however, forced the world to change. Online teaching methods were introduced as a part of it.

What’s App, Deeksha App, YouTube, Zoom App, Google Meet, various educational videos, CDs, channels, educational websites created an environment for teaching. Everyone was curious about this online learning method. Parents bought Android mobiles, tabs, laptops, desktops for their children's education. The children were stunned at the education. Then came the problems. Even today, teachers have to provide online education in schools, they also face difficulties, with the onset of new seasons, and online education is becoming more and more popular. There is a lot of confusion between teachers and students. And students are under pressure to take online classes.

Problem statement

A study of the difficulties faced by teachers while teaching in online teaching methods in Maharashtra...
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III. OBJECTIVES
1) To find out the problem faced by the teacher in the online teaching method.
2) To find out the problem faced by the parents in the online education system.
3) To find out the problem faced by the students in the online education system.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD
This study is completely based on the secondary data. A systematic review was done in detail for the collected literature. In the presented research (Secondary Data) research papers, books, journals, current papers, research essays etc. were used. Secondary sources of data used are journals, reports, search engines, company websites and scholarly articles, research papers, and other academic publications.

V. CONCLUSION
Parents don’t have smart phones, they don’t have money to start internet. If there is a smart phone, there is a network problem. There is no electricity due to rain. So the mobile does not charge. Suddenly the link is broken, sometimes the link is not added, the taught sometimes does not understand.

The teacher has difficulty in explaining the concept to the students, the student often does not pay attention, keeps the camera on and diverts attention, sometimes turns off the camera, does not listen to the teacher.

There is no output after online classes. Children don’t take it serious. Parents are not satisfied they have problems regarding school fees, tuition fees, exam fees etc. Parent is saying in online education there is no quality education.
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